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Abstract
Daniel Defoe's Religious Courtship (1722), his third
attempt in the conduct manual genre, describes in lively and
vivid debate the proper and improper parameters of courtship
consideration. Defoe uses the historical dialogue--a series
of exchanges between a father, his three daughters, their
suitors, and an aunt--to present the current opinions on
courtship. As the characters respond to each other's
opinions and to the circumstances around them, they come
gradually to believe that a religious life, and a religious
marriage, is the only heaven on earth. Religious Courtship,
although popular in the eighteenth century, has been given
relatively little attention in Defoe scholarship, in part, I
suggest, because its avowedly didactic purpose makes it
distasteful to twentieth century critics.
I am interested in twentieth-century theories of the
development of the novel as they account, or rather, fail to
account, for the didacticism of the novel, and I have used
Daniel Defoe's Religious Courtship as my touchstone for this
examination. The methods used to separate novels from
didactic works, I believe, are inadequate to a work like
Religious Courtship. In this study I propose another method
of classification which better describes the techniques used
in Religious Courtship and better accounts for its
popularity in the eighteenth century. I argue that Defoe's
combination of techniques which both highlight and conceal
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his authorial power are part of an effort to create a
'discourse of containment.' Contrary to twentieth-century
considerations of containment, wherein cracks or breaks in
the authorial voice are searched out and emphasized, I would
suggest that considering how Defoe attempts to create an
argumentative seamless whole through a blending of
highlighted and concealed authorial power offers more
insight into Defoe's effort in Religious Courtship.
Finally, I propose that didactic works should make us
rethink the current understanding of realist novels; the
exercise of didactic power in the effort to create a
seamless moral universe, unquestioned by the reader, is
similar to those qualities most valued by modern critics in
the realist novel: the authorial effort to create a
seamless impression of reality.
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Preface
As for poor Charlotte Palmer, who rashly
christened her book It is, and it is not, a Novel
(1796), she can hardly have hoped to get off
scott-free. "No my dear," said the Critical, "it
is not a novel; but be a good girl; do so no more;
and we will say nothing about it this time. l
lilt is not a novel," said the critical, and thus
insouciantly assumed the OlYmpian position taken by another
famous eighteenth-century critic who figuratively stood
above the earth (not in the least insouciantly) to intone
the vanity of human wishes--among them the vain hope for
fame and approval. From the same OlYmpian heights the
twentieth-century judgment on didactic literature--"it is
not a novel"--has been as swift and as final as it was for
Charlotte Palmer's "novel."
The most comprehensive and influential twentieth-
century studies of the novel have been those of Ian Watt, to
whose Rise of the Novel (1957) all sUbsequent studies have
responded; Mikhail Bakhtin, whose Discourse in the Novel
(1934-35, trans. 1981) offered an entirely new way of
thinking about novels; and Michael McKeon, (1987) whose
Origins of the Novel has drawn upon, and made a thoughtful
response to, these earlier works. I am interested in these
theories as they account, or rather fail to account, for the
didacticism of the novel, and I will use Daniel Defoe's
1 J. M. S. Tompkins, The Popular Novel in England 1770-
1800 (London: Constable, 1932), p. 16.
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Religious Courtship as my touchstone for this examination.
Religious Courtship is an odd work in many ways, standing on
the very brink of "novelhood." Defoe's third attempt in the
conduct manual genre, Religious Courtship (1722) describes
in lively and vivid debate the proper and improper
parameters of courtship consideration. Defoe uses the
historical dialogue--a series of exchanges between a father,
his three daughters, their suitors, and an aunt--to present
the current opinions on courtship. As the characters
respond ·te each other's opinions and to the circumstances
around them, they come gradually to believe that a religious
life, and a religious marriage, is the only heaven on earth.
Religious Courtship, although popular in the eighteenth
century, has been given relatively little attention in Defoe
scholarship, in part, I suggest, because its avowedly
didactic purpose makes it distasteful to twentieth century
critics. I will not argue that Religious Courtship is
really a novel; rather, I will argue that when it is
considered in relation to contemporary formalist definitions
of the novel, Defoe's Religious Courtship not only outlines
the shape, the borders, and the limitations, of those
definitions, but it questions as well the historiographical
construction of that critical vocabulary. Twentieth-century
definitions of the novel have had their own agendas, and one
has been to place a spiritual worldview--the worldview that
gave birth to the novel--firmly in the past; likewise, the
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retardataire techniques of a spiritual worldview--its
didacticism--have also been relegated to the past.
Essentially, these definitions have negated the powerful
effect of eighteenth-century Christian didacticism on the
novel. Although this study does not intend to, indeed
cannot, make a broad critique of the various theories of the
novel, I will argue that in this particular, twentieth-
century definitions have arbitrarily ignored some of the
important aspects of and predecessors to the novel.
The methods used to separate novels from didactic
works, I believe, are inadequate to a work like Religious
Courtship. In this study I propose another method of
classification which better describes the techniques used in
Religious Courtship and better accounts for its popularity
in the eighteenth century. I argue that Defoe's techniques,
which both highlight and conceal his authorial power, are
part of an effort to create a "discourse of containment ...
In contrast to twentieth-century considerations of
containment, wherein cracks or breaks in the authorial voice
are searched out and emphasized, I would suggest that
considering how Defoe attempts to create an argumentative
seamless whole through a blending of highlighted an~
concealed authorial power offers more insight into Defoe's
effort in Religious.courtship. The methods employed by
didactic works should make us rethink the current
understanding of realist novels; the exercise of didactic
5
power in the effort to create a seamless moral universe,
unquestioned by the reader, is similar to those qualities
most valued by modern critics in the realist novel: the
authorial effort to create a seamless impression of reality.
Religious Courtship's content--its negotiations of
power within the family--and its form--the historical
dialogue--have kept it from being considered as anything
more than a dated didactic curiosity. I shall consider
these two aspects--content and form--as separate problems in
Chapters Two and Three respectively. In Chapter Four, I
shall suggest what form and content together reveal about
didacticism as an artistic endeavor. Religious Courtship, I
will argue, asks us to rethink our understanding of how
didacticism functions, and what constitutes the genesis and,
by extension, the art of the novel.
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Chapter One: Formal criteria for the Novel
,
Mikhail Bakhtin's theories are the most historically
comprehensive of the three critics I shall consider, but his
interest, in some senses, is the most narrow: language and
the dialects of language. According to Bakhtin, parody is
the basis of the art of the novel. All of his
historico-theoretical essays on the novel rest on two
notions: a single language is made up of hundreds of
dialects--the language of the scientist, of the bureaucrat,
of the working man, of the home, and so on; and parody is
the method by which an image of one dialect may be
represented within another. Heteroglossia--the term Bakhtin
coined to describe the parodic interplay of these
dialects--is the defining characteristic of the novel.
Poetic language, in contrast to heteroglossic language, is
self-referential, air-tight, hieratic; novelistic prose, on
the other hand, is multi-layered, penetrable, dependent on
and defined by references to other dialects. The novel
expresses heteroglossia as it sets the images of lang~age
against each other in a free and expansive fashion, one
worldview in direct contact with another, one alterity
defining and illuminating another.
Bakhtin does not assign a beginning date to the genre
of the novel; rather, he defines it as a prose art which is
in opposition to poetic art, and has al~ays been in
opposition to poetic art. He does, however, identify some of
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the great practitioners of this art: in England, Fielding,
Smollett, sterne, Dickens and Thackeray; on the continent,
Jean Paul and Rabelais; in Russia, Turgenev and Dostoevsky.
But the "classic and purest" model of the novel as genre is
Don Quixote, "which realizes in itself, in extraordinary
depth and breadth, all the artistic possibilities of
heteroglot and internally dialogized novelistic discourse.,,1
Bakhtin differentiates between "pure" novels and
didactic works. Di~actic works are rhetorical and
polemical. They are anathema to novelistic art. Rhetorical
genres, he says, possess the ability to transmit another's
speech, and to do so in what seems like a dialogic fashion.
But
the rhetorical double-voicedness of such images is
usually not very deep • • . it is not structured
on authentic heteroglossia but on a mere diversity
of voices; in most cases the double-voicedness of
rhetoric is abstract and thus lends itself to a
formal, purely logical analysis of the ideas that
are parcelled out in voices, and analysis that
then exhausts it. (Bakhtin 354)
Bakhtin's description of anti-novelistic rhetoric-- II ideas
that are parcelled out in voices"--sounds similar to the
device Defoe used to display his skill in casuistry, the
historical dialogue. Is, then, a historical dialogue simply
a method for exploring, eXhausting and exposing the poverty
I Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four
Essays, trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, ed.
Michael Holquist (Austin: U of Texas P, 1981), p. 324. All
other references to this work will appear in the body of my
text.
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of the ideas Defoe wished to discredit? And does the use of
this genre automatically discredit Defoe as an artist? In
answer to this question, Bakhtin comments specifically on
the kind of author who cannot create a "real" novel:
If the novelist • . . . is deaf to organic double-
voicedness and the to internal dialogization of
living and evolving discourse, then he will never
comprehend, or even realize, the actual
possibilities and tasks of the novel as genre. . .
~he style will always give him away. We will
recognize . • . a smooth, pure single-voiced
language (perhaps accompanied by a primitive,
artificial, worked-up double-voicedness). (Bakbtin 327)
Seemingly it is the style, not the content, which gives an
author away. Thus, in the hands of an artist who is unable
to achieve "the heights" of a relativized, Galilean
linguistic consciousness," (327), the novel becomes a kind
of inferior p~ay.
The novel, when torn out of authentic linguistic
speech diversity, emerges in most cases as a
"closet drama," with detailed, fully developed and
"artistically worked out" stage directions (it is,
of course, bad drama). In such a novel, divested
of its language diversity, authorial language
inevitably ends up in the awkward and absurd
position of the language of stage directions in
plays. (Bakhtin 327)
since just this sort of authorial "stage direction" appears
in both The Family Instructor and Religious Courtship, we
must conclude that in Bakhtin's view, Defoe's was "deaf to
the tasks of the novel," and his didactic literature
undoubtedly creates an "artificial, worked-up double-
voicedness."
However, Bakhtin's definition of the novel raises a
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troubling question: does his objection exclude polemic
literature for its style, or, in fact, for its content? A
"deaf" novelist is one who cannot achieve the heights of a
relativized consciousness; that is, he or she displays
little, or poor, skill in evoking two or more worldviews
within one speech unit. Is this inability the fault of the
author's style, or of the author's single-minded worldview
(i.e. the work's content)? What are the critical
determinants which deem one mode "Galilean," and another
merely awkward? How does the reader distinguish between
genuine and false heteroglossia? Exactly what constitutes
"genuine heteroglossia" is a point which Religious
Courtship problematizes, and to this problem I shall be
returning in Chapter Four.
Bakhtin's analysis of the art of the novel sweeps from
Homer to Dostoevsky; by contrast, Ian watt's consideration
of the novel places its genesis in the context of
eighteenth-century England. In his influential Rise of the
Novel, Watt sees the genesis of the novel as a response to
the new demands created by the economic rise of the middle
class, and the concomitant change in epistemological
structures available to that class. Briefly he describes
an epistemological shift toward empiricism which occurs in
the eighteenth century:
Modern realism, of course, begins from the
position that truth can be discovered by the
individual through his senses: it has its origins
in Descartes and Locke, and received its first
10
full formulation by Thomas Reid in the middle of
the eighteenth century.2
He qualifies this point by admitting that, obviously, the
evidence of the senses has always been available and always
been assimilated by every age, and so literature has always,
of necessity, reflected that "epistemological naivete." But
the general temper of realist thought--its anti-traditional,
individualist, particUlarizing, and semantic interests--were
fully expressed first in the eighteenth century. According
to watt, this fledgling secular world view is reflected in a
new art form, the novel.
All of the features of philosophical realism have
analogies to distinctive features of the novel
form, analogies which draw attention to the
characteristic kind of correspondence between life
and literature which has obtained in prose fiction
since the novels of Defoe and Richardson.
(Watt 12)
The defining characteristics of the novel are determined by
formal realism, which is the artistic expression of
empiricist thought:
Formal realism . . . is implicit in the novel form
in general: the premise, or primary conviction,
that the novel is a full and authentic report of
human experience, and is therefore under an
obligation to satisfy its reader with such details
of the story as the individuality of the actors
concerned, the particulars of the times and places
of their actions, details which are presented
through a more largely referential use of language
than is common in other literary forms.
(Watt 32, emphasis added]
2 Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe,
Richardson and Fielding (Berkeley and Los Angeles: U of
California P, 1957), p. 12. All further references to this
work will appear in the body of my text.
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The key understanding here advanced is that formal
realism is an artistic premise, or convention--it posits the
ability to offer a full and authentic report of human
experience, and it posits the mechanism which enable~-the
expression of that authenticity: an exhaustive detailing of
character, time and place. But to achieve its effects,
formal realism must efface its own artistry: according to
Watt (15), the "highest examples of the art of the novel"
achieve a "complete interpenetration of plot, character and
emergent moral theme."
The art of interpenetration that Watt values is
significant to his rejection of didactic works. Just as
formal realism is a convention, "interpenetration" is also a
convention: it assumes that moral theme will arise from the
interaction of plot and character. A moral theme must
emerge from the work; it cannot be a noticeable imposition
on the work. For this reason, Watt rejects The Pilgrim's
Progress:
There is a great difference, however, between
Bunyan and Defoe, a difference which suggests why
it is Defoe, rather than Bunyan, who is often
considered to be our first novelist. In the
earlier fiction of the Puritan movement--in such
works as Arthur Dent's Plain Man's Pathway to
Heaven, or the stories of Bunyan and his Baptist
confrere Benjamin Keach--we have many elements of
the novel: simple language, realistic description
of persons and places, and a serious presentation
of moral problems of ordinary individuals. But
the significance of the characters and their
actions largely depends upon a transcendental
scheme of things: to say that the persons are
allegorical is to say that their earthly reality
is not the main object of the writer, but rather
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that he hopes to make us see through them to a
larger and unseen reality beyond time and place.
In Defoe's novels, on the other hand, although
religious concerns are present they have no such
priority of status: indeed, the heritage of Puritanism
is demonstrably too weak to supply a continuous and
controlling pattern for the hero's experience.
(Watt 80)
Although we might wish to quibble at the last point
concerning Defoe's lack of spirituality (and many crities
have), it is evident that a work like Religious Courtship,
although written by Defoe, would surely be rejected under
Watt's definition. Conduct books, like allegorical works,
have a noticeable and governing transcendental scheme. Of
course, if a work has any moral theme, it is indeed imposed-
-created and set in place--by the author. What is the
difference between the way a moral theme emerges from a
novel and from a didactic work? The apparent "naturalness"
that Watt values is a second point that Religious Courtship
problematizes and a point to which I shall be returning in
Chapter Four.
In passing, we should note here the affinities that
Watt seems to share with Mikhail Bakhtin. Watt's off-hand
remark about the way language is used in the novel--"more
largely referential"--offers an uncanny, if undeveloped,
echo of Bakhtin's theorie~on novelistic qualities.
Bakhtin's reading of the novel as an art form is rooted in a
broader reading of history than is Watt's, but in the end,
both are primarily interested in the art of the novel rather
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than its history.3 Additionally, there is a similarity in
Bakhtin's and Watt's objections to didacticism: just as
Watt objects to a noticeable governing scheme, Bakhtin
objected to a single, dominant, monologic voice. Both
reject a noticeable authorial domination of the text, and
this rejection hints at a problematic issue noted earlier:
the critical distinction, fuzzy at times, between content
and style.
A more recent formulation of the theory of the novel is
Michael McKeon's. McKeon holds that previous theorists have
created an unnatural, and false, division between history
and genre, emphasizing one at the expense of suppressing its
relationship to the other. This division can only be
mediated by adopting a new dialectical theory of genre. It
seems, then, that McKeon's work will resolve some of the
difficulties that arise when style is distinguished from
(historical) content. He argues that
"The novel" must be understood as what Marx calls
a "simple abstraction," a deceptively monolithic
category that encloses a complex historical
process. It attains its modern, "institutional"
stability and coherence at this time because of
its unrivaled power both to formulate, and to
explain, a set of problems that are central to
early modern experience. These may be understood
3 Although Watt gives a careful, albeit general,
analysis of the availability of novels to the middle class,
the rise of this socio-economic class itself is merely
asserted rather than proved. Instead, the arguments Watt
makes about the "needs" or the "requirements" which the
novel fulfills for the middle class are articulated via his
definitions of philosophical realism rather than through his
analysis of the middle class itself.
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as problems of categorical instability, which the
novel ori~inating to resolve, also inevitably
reflects.
Two points of McKeon's theoretical approach deserve further
explication: 1) what are the "problems of categorical
instability" the novel originated to resolve, and 2) what is
the meaning of a Marxist "simple abstraction"?
Regarding the first point, McKeon groups what he calls
"problems of categorical instability" into questions of
virtue and questions of truth. The novel explores, raises
and redefines the basis upon which questions of truth--i.e.
how truth is to be expressed--and questions of virtue--i.e.
in what lies virtuous behavior--are understood. The
conflation of these two questions in early modern narrative,
McKeon proposes,
resulted from much thought and experimentation. •
. expended over time on each set of questions.
The conflation begins to occur when writers begin
to act--first gingerly, then systematically--upon
the insight that the difficulties of one set of
questions may be illuminated by the reflection of
the other. This insight is the founding premise
of the novel genre, whose work it is to engage
intellectual and social crisis through a
simultaneous and comprehensive mediation.
(McKeon 266)
Much of the origins of the Novel is devoted to exploring
texts in which this "categorical instability" occurs, and it
follows, then, that texts which contain such instabilities
are the precursors to the novel. As for the second point--
4 Michael McKeon, The Origins of the Novel 1600-1740
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1987), p. 20. All further
references to this work will appear in the body of my text.
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the Marxist "simple abstraction"--McKeon writes:
The origins of the novel must be understood to
entail the disarming "simplicity" as a simple
abstraction. The origins of the English novel
occur at the end point of a long history of .
"novelistic usage"--at the moment when this usage
has become sUfficiently complex to permit a
generalizing "indifference" to the specificity of
usages and an abstraction of the category whose
integrity is presupposed by that indifference . .
To begin at the beginning therefore requires
that we begin at the end. By the middle of the
eighteenth century, the stabilizing of
terminology-- the increasing acceptance of "the
novel" as a canonic term, so that contemporaries
can "speak of it as such"--signals the stability
of the conceptual category and of the class of
literary products that it encloses.
McKeon's work is an explication, or an historical survey, of
not only the origins of the novel, but perceptions of it:
how the novel came to be perceived as a genre distinct from
other literary genres; in other words, how it came to be
known as a "simple abstraction", the novel. By holding that
a category cannot be named/seen or understood until it is
already fUlly developed, McKeon is not obligated to offer a
set of formal characteristics which separate the true,
finalized form of the novel from its precursors.
since McKeon's examination of the precursors to the
novgl takes him through Greek epics, twelfth-century
romances, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century science,
travel, history, biography, criminal histories, drama, and
social satire, we might expect to him to include didactic
literature as part of his investigation, given that some of
the works he discusses under other categories might be
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labelled didactic. But didacticism as a separate category
never appears. In effect, one whole style/content paradigm
simply drops out of sight; thus, conduct manuals, and for
the most part sermons, are not given consideration. The
omission is telling: didacticism as such is not a category
because, I suspect, it is pre-determined as a non-relevant
category.
Although didactic literature is seemingly ignored in
McKeon's study, scripture, saints' lives and a few sermons
are discussed as illustrations of the problem of
historicity. And through the problem of historicity,
especially in Defoe's work, McKeon does approach the issues
raised by didactic literature. His comments are
illuminating, and offer a line of thought I shall pursue
with relation to Religious Courtship. McKeon relates that
shortly after its pUblications, Defoe's Robinson Crusoe was
branded a "Lie" and a "Romance." Defoe defends himself by
distinguishing between different kinds of artistic
invention. Rather than being mere romance, Robinson Crusoe,
Defoe argues
is quite a different Case; and is always
Distinguist from this other jesting with Truth . .
It is design'd and effectually turn'd for
instructive and upright Ends, and has its Moral
justly apply'd. (As cited in McKeon 121)
Continues McKeon, "In other words, the use of fables is
justified by the "moral and religious improvement they are
able to mediate." Defoe, argues McKeon, was content to
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imply that his works were history although they were not,
because an historical work carried more authenticity. It
was detached from human invention; its "truth status" made
the moral point more convincing. To fulfill the "work" of
the novel genre (cf. 266, above) didactic literature needed
to mediate between the truth of a spiritual precept and the
truth of its historical context, and McKeon argues that
Defoe's "lies" implied an understanding on Defoe's part that
readers could not be satisfied without the presence of both.
This conception of the need for mediation in didactic
literature first introduced in a discussion of Defoe's works
is further developed in McKeon's discussion of Bunyan's
allegories. And here McKeon makes several important
points. Religious allegories--that is, those less
compelling than Bunyan's works--no longer satisfied the
needs of the readers. McKeon believes that
in the early modern period, modes like religious
allegory gradually ceased to offer the comfort of
a mediating unity and came to propound instead a
dualistic and seemingly insoluble problem of
mediation. In fact, the early novelists can be
seen as struggling toward a form that would
defetishize the spirit by freeing it from the
realm of the ideal, whence it might descend to
inhabit the world of human relations . . • (312)
Thus McKeon rejects the Christian epistemology, and its
expression, Christian allegory, as a mode no longer able to
achieve a satisfactory meditation between the spiritual and
material world. Nevertheless, he calls allegories the
Protestant predecessors to the novel, acknowledging the
18
influence of didactic works on novels, and readily admits
that The Pilgrim's Progress was "compelling," and enormously
popular. Why did people enjoy Bunyan's works so much?
They resembled novels. Allegorical literature, he explains,
and especially Bunyan's, is always subject to the danger of
fetishization: it intends to focus the reader's attention
on the spiritual realm, on heaven, but if there are too many
interesting details, then the reader's attention will stay
with the material world, on earth, and the work will be a
"failure." An allegory can be subverted by its own
materiality.
Bunyan's compelling and well-nigh autonomous
literal narrative also provides a model for the
new Christian teacher, for it suggests that
antimaterialist doctrine may be conveyed
effectively through a narrative that stubbornly
resists the spiritualizing injunction to
dematerialize itself. Of course to refuse
allegorical translation is, from one perspective,
only to conspire in the fetishization of Bunyan's
narrative. We agree to objectify the spirit and
then to forget the process of objectification,
treating the object as an autonomous and
noncontingent entity. (312)
McKeon argues of Bunyan's allegory, as I do of Defoe's use
of the historical dialogue, that it mediates between
established genres in a fashion designed to disarm
opponents: "The Pilgrim's Progress manages to define itself
against romance from the perspective of both Christian and
empirical epistemology. To the former, 'romance' is a self-
sufficient narrative, whereas this is manifestly an
allegory. To the latter, 'romance' is an imagined fiction,
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whereas this incorporates its historicity in its own
documentary objectivity" (McKeon 314). This allowance for
the methodology of the "new Christian teacher" is a subject
which I shall develop further in Chapter Four; it points, I
believe, to the alliance between the novel and its didactic
predecessors and contemporaries.
Each of these critics has raised objections to locating
didactic literature in the realm of the novel proper. For
Watt, didactic literature fails to give the impression of a
naturally emergent moral theme: the hand ()f the author is
too heavy, the intention too evident. Bakhtin, by
describing didacticism as a problem of single-voicedness,
seems also to implicate the author. McKeon, while allowing
that didactic allegories were "the Protestant predecessors
to the novel," seems to minimize their influence. He does
note individual triumphs of mediation (most notably,
Bunyan); however, for the most part, didactic literature is
given little attention, and the canon of the novel, for all
his extra-canonical explorations, remains entirely stable.
Primarily, he objects because didactic works do not function
properly; they contain a disjunctive duality: the "truth"
of material detail is opposed to the "truth" of a spiritual
ideal, and thus they cannot not be reconciled into a
dialectical whole. A didactic work does not achieve the
right kind of unity, McKeon claims, and from this point of
view, his observation resembles Watt's demand for a correct,
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as opposed to an incorrect interpenetration of novelistic
elements. Each of these critics has in mind something the
novel should do, and that task is something didactic
literature, for various reasons, fails to achieve. In
response, we will now ask how these theories of didacticism
describe, or fail to describe Religious Courtship?
21
Chapter Two: Daniel Defoe and Marriage
Chapter One briefly surveyed the critical definitions
which distinguish didactic literature from the novel. In
this chapter I shall offer a background to eighteenth-
century marriage practices--the content and context of
Religious Courtship (1722)--as seen through Daniel Defoe's
eyes, and suggest why marriage might have sparked a unique
effort on Defoe's part. For Defoe, marriage proved to be a
complex and troublesome subject, inviting his efforts to
contain its boundaries within the social framework.
Marriage has been pretty thoroughly discussed with regard to
Defoe's novels, especially his Moll Flanders, also written
in 1722. Here we shall look more closely at marriage as
Defoe presents it in the Review (9 vols., London,
1704-1713), and The Family Instructor of 1715.
Marriage is a sUbject Defoe was uniquely fit (and
unfit) to write about. Throughout his life he traveled
extensively; his acquaintance with the "manners and morals
of men" was both profound and broad. Of course, he must
inevitably have been influenced by his own marriage: it was
as happy as we might expect of a man who spent most of his
time away from home but nevertheless managed to father seven
children. He wrote to his wife when he was absent, and in
letters to others referred to her in affectionate and
respectful terms. It always haunted him that his wife's
dowry had been entirely devoured by his own imprudent
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investments and sUbsequent bankruptcy. According to Paula
Backscheider's Daniel Defoe: His Life, Defoe called his
wife Mary his "'faithfull steward' who would not misuse his
stock 'One Penny,' the resourceful woman who could manage
ten days without money. III Backscheider continues, "The
anecdotes he selected for her suggest an intelligent,
discerning mind, and the descriptions of happy marriages in
his works argue a temperate, virtuous woman whose
conversation was a pleasure and whose home orderly." (Life
33). Whether as happy as Backscheider suggests or not,
Defoe's personal experiences in marriage must undoubtedly
have informed his lifelong interest in the SUbject.
Defoe had already published quite a bit on marriage
before he made it the SUbject of a longer work. The Review,
for which he wrote all the articles (most of these covered
international politics and trade), has numerous letters on
the family and marriage. Letters were published in the
section called "Advice from the Scandalous Club," a kind of
"Dear Abby" column. Although he printed letters on other
subjects, including some amusing ethical and philosophical
dilemmas, we can see just how important Defoe thought the
problems of family and marriage were--and how important he
guessed readers felt they were--by the frequency and the
I Paula Backscheider, Daniel Defoe: His Life
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1989), p. 33. All other
references to this work will appear in the body of my text
in abbreviated form as Life.
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regularity with which they occur. Whether Defoe answers
letters he made up, or letters he actually received, is
unknown. His imagined council, the Scandalous Club,
adjudicates the cases and makes recommendations while
commenting as to the intelligence and integrity of the
supposed writers. From the humorous situations and the
equally amusing responses, we cannot help suspecting that
some of these letters are derived from conversations or
arguments that Defoe had overheard or to which he had been
party, and the supposed writers are merely straw men set up
in order to be knocked down.
The evidence of his early training in casuistry are
everywhere evident in the Scandalous Club's replies. Some
of the more interesting and relevant responses have to do
with the extent of parental power and the validity of a
marriage promise; variations on these themes appear in
letters from the beginning to the end of the Review, forming
as well the primary topics of Religious Courtship. In the
early eighteenth century there were a bewildering number of
ways one could be married, and often readers were confused
about what constituted a legally binding marriage. 2 They
2 For descriptions of the distinctions between legal
and "popular" forms of civil and ecclesiastical marriages,
see John R. Gillis, For Better, For Worse: British
Marriages 1600 to the Present (New York: Oxford UP, 1985),
pp. 11-105; and Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage
In England 1500-1800, abr. ed. (New York: Harper, 1977),
pp. 222-48. Although Stone cites a myriad of texts, his
work tends toward theoretical and psychological explanations
of marriage practice, having focused mainly on upper-class
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also wanted to know under what circumstances a divorce could
be obtained, whether or not bigamy in the case of desertion
could be excused, and how far a parent's control extended
over children's matches. In the case of parents, Defoe
writes:
Parents are most certainly in the wrong to force
Inclinations asunder, where they are joyn'd; and
Children, where they find the Aversion of Parents,
ought to withdraw their Affections if possible,
and disobedience is there only to be Countenanced,
where love cannot be lessened. 3
Defoe makes limited room for personal freedom, but supports
traditional methods of matchmaking.
As for marriage, Defoe takes the position that a
promise of marriage constitutes marriage itself, and cannot
be broken. Actual intercourse is only the fulfillment of
marriage. "If you promis'd her, you are Marryed, Sir, and
have nothing to do but repeat it before the proper
Witnesses, and you may go to Bed to her when you please" (DR
Oct suppl., p. 13). Although we may certainly suspect some
irony in this response, throughout the Review Defoe asserted
over and over again that a man should honor his promise of
London customs. Gillis give~ a more complete and
descriptive account of the lower-class traditions practiced
outside of London.
3 Daniel Defoe, The Little Review; or, an Inquisition
of Scandal (22 June 1705), in Defoe's Review, 9 vols.
(London, 1704-13), ed. Arthur W. Secord, Facsimile Text
Society 44 (New York: Columbia UP, 1938) 2:69-70. All
further references to The Little Review will appear in the
body of my text in abbreviated form as Little; while
references to Defoe's Review will appear in abbreviated form
as DR.
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marriage to a woman.
However, marriages promised for reasons of lust were
almost surely a lost cause. Wrote one gentleman who
couldn't afford to marry the girl he loved:
If I marry her, I am Ruined;
If I Lie with her, She is.
(DR 1, Oct. suppl., p. 14).
Defoe replied rather sharply to this couplet, and later, to
yet another gentleman who found himself in the same dilemma
(whom Defoe took as a prototype for all men who have
difficulty controlling their passions), he wrote:
Marry, then, Gentlemen, whatever you do, and
whoever you take, if the Brain cannot govern the
Spirits, if the Head cannot answer for the Tail,
Marry, or you are Undone; tho' 'tis ten to one,
when these are the Motives, you are also Undone if
you do ••.• (DR 2, Little 11a)
He answers women with the same asperity. One anxious woman
writes that if she agrees to marry the man who debauched
her, she'll be marrying a spark, a fool, and a knave. Says
Defoe: "Yes, but since you're a whore, go ahead" (DR 2,
Little 19).
Defoe's notion of the happy family is one wherein the
husband and the wife will take the trouble to get to know
each other's emotional needs before and after the marriage.
"The Special Interest of all such who attempt Matrimony, is
to Study each others [sic] Humors and to endeavor so to
match their Tempers, that the Marriage may unite their Souls
as well as Bodies" (DR 2, Little 33-34). He devoted an
entire issue to a panegyric on the marriage of Prince George
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and Queen Ann after George's death; as fulsome as it is, it
nevertheless encapsulates some of Defoe's most important
thoughts on marriage and the wealthy classes.
Her Majesty ••• had the Honor, I think due to
all the Sex, to have her own Consent made the
Essential of her Marriage, and to be Courted for
that Consent in Person; her JUdgement or Fancy was
not over-ruled by Reasons of state, the Contract
was a Marriage, not an Alliance ..•. (DR 5:411)
Certainly Defoe would recommend these same notions of
courtship and marriage to the wealthy houses of England.
This quick canvassing of the Review shows that before
1713, Defoe stood for parental guidance, but also for the
freedom of children, and especially the daughter's right of
veto--that is, if she couldn't choose her suitor, she could
at least refuse the one chosen for her. Because Defoe
aGcorded this freedom to daughters, and because he never
considered women deficient in mental power, he believed it
was important to offer rational arguments to women--they
themselves should be convinced it was better to choose a
husband who shared their own religion. These themes remain
remarkably stable throughout Defoe's writing career. It is
evident that Defoe saw marriage as both a social institution
and a practical partnership between individuals. The rights
of parents and children needed to be balanced carefully if
emotional, financial, and spiritual harmony were to be
achieved.
Negotiations of these rights are described in The
Family Instructor, Defoe's first conduct manual (1715),
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which went through ten editions prior to 1731, before Defoe
added two sUbsequent volumes in 1718 and 1727. 4 In it he
describes the difficulties of a husband and wife who, late
in life, are awakened to their neglect of family worship.
Now for the first time they must attempt to impose rules and
regulations for Christian living. Everyone in the family
must learn how to live a more religious life, from giving up
plays and the playhouse to staying at home on Sunday.
Defoe's book accords with Lawrence Stone's description of
the changing family structure: 5 the parents of The Family
Instructor realize that they can no longer simply expect
obedience from their offspring; the younger children they
can "govern by authority," but the four older children must
be convinced rather than ordered to obey. They are
successful only with the two older children who have
received some outside instruction in religion beforehand.
The other two, the eldest son and daughter, resist
violently; eventually, the daughter is reclaimed, but the
son leaves home without his father's blessing, spends his
4 See Laura A. curtis, "A Case Study of Defoe's
Domestic Conduct Manuals Suggested by The Family, Sex, and
Marriage in England 1500-1800," SECC 10 (1981): 411.
5 curtis ("Case Study") argues that Stone is mistaken
in his assumptions about the audience for Defoe's works.
She believes that The Family Instructor appealed to the
squierarchy and to the non-Conformist urban middle-classes
rather than to the urban and professional bourgeoisie--cf.
Stone (239-69). Nevertheless, both groups were undergoing a
change in their family structures, some of the dimensions of
which Stone traces.
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estate, gets a commission in the army, is injured, comes
home a cripple and a beggar, and dies in misery,
unreconciled to his family. As an interlude to this
cautionary tale, a short story about two apprentices is
told. The book is grimly authoritarian, but only
occasionally dull. Clearly Defoe's primary concern is in
this work is how the authority of the father and master are
to be understood. In what situations can he be flexible,
and in what situations should he demand obedience? Defoe
depicts the proper internal government of the family as a
carefully considered negotiation of power. 6
In his Religious Courtship (London, 1722)--yet another
popular success by virtue of attaining to twenty-one
editions prior to 1789 (Curtis 411)--Defoe chronicles the
adventures of three sisters who are of marriageable age.
From her deathbed, their mother gives them this charge:
they must choose only religious men, and only men who agree
with them in their own religion. But (of course) when the
time comes for their father to choose their suitors, the
young women run into difficulty. Religious Courtship is
perhaps Defoe's most thorough consideration of the themes he
touches on in the Review and The Family Instructor: how to
6 On the negotiation of power within the family, see
Carol Houlihan Flynn, "Defoe's idea of conduct: ideological
fictions and fictional reality," in The Ideology of Conduct.
Essays on Literature and the History of Sexuality, eds.
Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse (New York and
London: Methuen, 1987), pp. 73-95.
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begin a successful marriage.
The youngest daughter is approached first. Her hand is
solicited by a young man of good estate and good breeding,
but no particular religion. Her fath~r, having no strong
religious beliefs of his own, neglects to question the young
man on this point, and so introduces him to his daughter as
a fine and suitable match. She accepts his visits, and
begins to reciprocate his love. But she is unhappy about
his apparent indifference to religion. Not surprisingly,
she is shocked and repelled by his honest admission that he
would rather "chuse a wife first, and then choose his
~
religion. "7 Sorrowfully, and incurring her father's wrath,
she resists his suit. The young man, deeply hurt by his
dismissal, begins to consider religion seriously for the
first time.
In the meantime, the father begins negotiations for the
eldest daughter. When informed of the potential match, she
asks for the power of negation if she and her intended
differ in religion. After a meeting with the parents of her
potential suitor, the strength and reasonableness of her
arguments convince them, although reluctant, to drop the
suit. While the eldest has been bUsy protecting her future
happiness, the youngest daughter's suitor has undergone a
7 Daniel Defoe, Religious Courtship: Being Historical
Discourses on the Necessity of Marrying Religious Husbands
and Wives Only . ... , 8th ed. (London: J Hodges,
17[56]?), p. 40. All other references to this work will
appear in the body of my text in abbreviated form as Re.
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transformation. He has been learning about religion from a
poor tenant on his estate. Slowly he comes to believe that
a man cannot be a true gentleman without first being a
Christian. Through a convoluted and slightly improbable
series of events, he is able to convince the youngest sister
of his sincere conversion and marry her.
Although provided with the examples of her sisters, the
middle sister is of a different mind; she refuses to believe
that religion can be so important as to hinder a good match.
She is offered a wealthy merchant who has lived in Italy
and, believing that she needs do no more than depend on her
father's good judgment, accepts. Of course her father--
having not yet learned his lesson--inquires only vaguely as
to his religion. After her marriage the middle sister
discovers to her horror thatner husband is a quite
religious Catholic. His death eight years later frees her
to say that although he was a good and kind husband, it is
far better to be a widow than married to a man who
continually (even if lovingly) pleads with her to change her
religion.
To these three dialogues Defoe adds an appendix
concerning the regulation of servants. Four or five
(depending on how they are counted) short stories are
related about the trouble a master or mistress can
experience if a servant is of a different religion than the
household. Defoe's characters recommend using a graded
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certificate system for all servants, to guard households
against the infection of irreligious, profane and thieving
servants. The appendix reiterates some of the Defoe's
earlier themes on the distribution of power. That the
households Defoe describes seem harsh and repressive at
times is part of the complex balance Defoe always maintained
when he addressed the notion of individual liberties. There
are clear limits beyond which the rights of the individual
do not go, and because of their inherited social station,
some cannot enjoy the same kinds of freedoms as others.
Servants and apprentices in particular seem to get short
shrift in Defoe's works. In the case of servants, his less
appealing, authoritarian side is evident: servants are not
accorded the privileges of children but nevertheless must
accept the parental care of their masters and mistresses.
So protective was he that Defoe believed that the household
was far more likely to be hurt by a bad servant than was the
servant to be hurt by a bad recommendation from a household.
In Defoe's mind, servants and apprentices were clearly a
part of the household, and should be sUbject to the
government of the household.
However, the main. concern of Religious Courtship is the
formation of a religiously homogeneous household not through
hiring pious servants, but through marriage to a person of
the same religious background and belief. Why do the
characters insist that a religious marriage is so important?
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Their arguments can be summed up thus: Heaven or Hell is
just beyond this life. Since this life borders on the
threshold of eternity, a husband and wife should pray for
and with each other; they should help each other on the way
to Heaven. Although each person must have an individual
faith, and no other person is necessary to salvation, it is
a great help to have a mate who is concerned about the same
important objective, rather than one who is indifferent to
it. And since the chief end of marriage is procreation, a
couple should bring up their children in the knowledge of
God. If the parents cannot agree about what is to be
taught, then the children will grow up without any religious
belief. Such a loss is serious indeed--it deprives the
children of the blessings of knowing God; it contributes to
disorder in the household; and it-adds to the number of
vicious and godless people in the nation.
These personal and religious convictions which shape
Religious Courtship should not be overlooked. They express
and confirm how rational, how reasonable and correct, Defoe
felt Christianity to be, and how essential it was to
individual happiness. But Religious Courtship, in its
negotiations and accommodations, clearly states that the
creation of a successful or a failed marriage has
implications beyond individual happiness or unhappiness.
Why turn the private citizen's choice of partner into a
public debate? Marriage was a SUbject of pUblic debate
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because it was a political and social act in ways which it
is not today. The alliance of powerful noble and merchant
families with one another could potentially affect the whole
nation. If, for example, the daughter of a wealthy
Dissenting household allied with the son of an Anglican
household, that alliance could potentially wipe out
financial backing for Dissenters, since the Anglican husband
had legal control of the wife's money. Defoe believed too
many of such alliances would weaken the entire nation.
Defoe always argued for the social contract theory of
monarchy; he believed that the power of the monarchy was
derived from the citizens, and thus the security of the
nation lay in the strength, diversity and personal
involvement of its citizens. The establishment of a
household was the establishment of a group of people who
could later play a powerful and significant role in city and
national politics. For Defoe, marriage made religious
freedom and choice possible; it was a social construct
which, by joining and sustaining Dissenter households, pre-
insured the political existence of a "loyal opposition." It
allowed for the possibility of resistance to and change in
the government, all of which directly affected the course of
the nation.
Defoe spent his childhood and adolescence among
m~rchants who formed a loyal (and sometimes disloyal)
opposition to monarchical power. These merchants belonged
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to livery houses which~were larger models of the individual
household; they were groups from which men, arms and money
could be raised. Defoe had been personally involved in one
such group; when only 25 he joined the Monmouth rebellion
(Backscheider 35). He also was involved in the day-to-day
in-fighting that constituted London's opposition to King
William's policies.
As an adult, the connections he formed first through
his father, and later through his wife and siblings,
continued to be significant. Although Defoe often
complained that his family had deserted him, family and
friends formed through the family helped him in schemes to
make money, lent him money, and stood him bail for
bankruptcy.
Thus, Defoe's formative and adult experiences
undoubtedly emphasized the personal and political concerns
that are reflected in Religious Courtship: a house
religiously divided is a house ineffective in political and
social struggle. For Defoe, then, a daughter's choice of
marriage partners involves religion as it embraces economic
and political concerns more than religion as it dictates
obedience to paternal commands. If the father's
arrangements would negate the practice of religion in the
new household by creating a religious mismatch, Defoe allows
and encourages his female readers to resist their father's
command. In considering the creation of a new household,
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the daughter's duty is to God and this new household, rather
than to her father.
Two things are worth noting here: Defoe never offered
his views as to how marriages should be conducted--whether
by church or civil laws--although he did support promises
made outside the church, probably because he was a
Dissenter. Rather, he is interested in regulating something
more important than a procedural model; it is the
constituent 'who' that concerns him, because in 1722, before
Lord Hardwicke's Marriage Act of 1753, how a couple were
married would not have made as much of an impact on the
nation as compared to just who joined with whom. And
second, as regards individuality, the stories of those women
in Religious Courtship who marry irreligious husbands show
us that Defoe believed that people (perhaps more than
ideals) empower or disempower other people. An individual's
freedom is limited and bounded by the support he receives
from friends and family--these are the people who back his
ideas with money and aid; these are the people who shelter
him from the law; these are the people who make his
potential choices effectual.
with an understanding of some of the issues Defoe
believed were at stake in eighteenth-century courtship, we
turn now to the historical dialogue, the format Defoe chose
to bring his views to the ongoing debate. We have seen some
of the reasons Defoe's effort required a unique persuasive
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strategy: his lifelong interest in marriage, expressed in
other and earlier works, his fascination with the
negotiations of power within the family structure, and his
concern with the larger implications of these negotiations
as they affect the political structure of the nation. In
the next chapter I will consider how the complex
negotiations eighteenth-century marriage entailed affected
Defoe's use of the conduct manual.
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Chapter Three: The Conduct Manual
and the Historical Dialogue
Paula Backscheider tells us that by the time Daniel
Defoe decided to write conduct novels, the genre already had
"deep roots in rich soil. "I While we cannot explore this
subject thoroughly here, Elizabeth L. Eisenstein's The
Printing Press As An Agent of Change does provide us with an
insightful glimpse into the content and format of conduct
manuals in the centuries preceding Defoe. As a result of
the widespread availability of information allowed by the
printing press, the family, Eisenstein argues, was "endowed
with new educational and religious functions" and became
"the target of a complicated literary crossfire. ,,2 Although
the print media enabled privacy in learning, and thus
increased importance of families as centers for instruction,
Eisenstein points out that the content of conduct books
changed very little over the centuries.
[t]hose who look for novel views in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century conduct-books are likely to be
disappointed . . . • Elizabethans who purchased
domestic guides and marriage manuals were not
being given new advice. But they were receiving
old advice in a new way and in a format that made
it more difficult to evade. (1:428)
This format--the conduct book--although it partook of the
new privacy of learning, actually removed opportunities for
1 "Defoe's Prodigal Sons," sLitI 15 (1982): 3.
2 Eisenstein, The Printing Press As ,An Agent of Change:
Communications and Cultural Transformations in Early-Modern
Europe, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1979) 1:133.
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personal and haphazard (private) interpretations of good
behavior: advice was now difficult to evade because the
parameters of good conduct were spelled out for everyone.
A much more limited and standardized repertoire of
roles was extended to them than had been extended
to householders before. Instead of a cross-fire
of gossip conveying random impressions about what
was expected, or haphazard interpretations of what
a sermon meant, came books that sent forth (with
all the its dotted and all the tis crossed)
precise codes for behavior that godly householders
should observe. These codes were known to
others--to relatives and neighbors--as well as
oneself. Type-casting in printers' workshops thus
contributed to new kinds of role-playing at home.
A 'middle class' morality which harkened back to
Xenophon and the Bible was fixed in a seemingly
permanent mold. (1:428-29)
By creating roles for exemplary behavior, Eisenstein
asserts, conduct books helped to stabilize society, but at
the same time such books also encouraged society to become
stagnant.
Although conduct manuals could slow or even immobilize
social change, Lawrence stone detects a change, beginning in
the 1600s, in the family structure, in particular an
increase in the expression of affection between husband and
wife. stone cites as evidence the neo-platonic cult of the
Cavalier poets around the court of Queen Henrietta Maria,
and the sermons of Jeremy Taylor praising married love
echoed by the secular writings of sir Kenelm Digby. Later
in the century, the plays of Aphra Behn, and in the early
1700s, the treatises of Mary Astell, the pUblications of
steele and Addison and, stone believes, the conduct books of
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Defoe, all called for a new, more flexible family structure.
Rather than being forced to contract marriages which were
simply status-building, economic alliances, children were
gradually gaining the freedom to choose a partner with whom
they would be emotionally compatible. But this attitude did
not find immediate widespread acceptance; Lord Halifax's
1688 Advice to a Daughter, sternly patriarchal and
complacently casual about a sexual double standard with
regard to adultery, ran to seventeen editions in English
before 1791. 3 By the late seventeenth century, in other
words, the shape of the family had become a matter for
pUblic debate, and the issues of that debate are reflected
in the conduct books of the day.
certainly not all conduct books advocated liberal
reforms; most were cautious, and many were simply dull. But
the genre, we must remember, exists in mUltiple editions,
arguing that it sold well, and this point should convince us
of conduct books' importance as a vehicle for debate. In
her article "Defoe's Prodigal Sons," Backscheider traces
3 Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage In England 1500-
1800, abr. ed. (New York: Harper, 1977), pp. 274-278. But
cf. John Richetti, "The Family, Sex and Marriage in Defoe's
Moll Flanders and Roxana," sLitI 15 (1982): 20, who
discusses Stone's seeming inability to resolve whether or
not Defoe represents a reactionary or a more advanced
position. For general discussion of the rise and the
significance of the conduct manual, see Nancy Armstrong and
Leonard Tennenhouse, intro., in The Ideology of Conduct.
Essays on Literature and the History of Sexuality, eds.
Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse (New York and
London: Methuen, 1987), pp. 1-24.
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more closely the immediate predecessors to Defoe's conduct
manuals and, like stone, she sees Defoe's conduct manuals as
a break with the past:
Almost exactly contemporary with The Family
Instructor (1715) was another best-seller, The
Ladies Library (1714), which was published by
Richard Steele. . . • The Ladies Library was
unabashedly a compendium of earlier works such as
The Ladies Calling, Taylor's Holy Living, William
Fleetwood's The Relative Duties of Parents and
Children, Husbands and Wives, Masters and
Servants, Fenelon's Instructions for the Education
of a Daughter and Halifax's Advice to a Daughter.
. . . We could say that as The Ladies Library
looks back, The Family Instructor unquestionably
points forward. 4
Defoe, she asserts, caught his reader's attention with the
drama of his works; rather thap merely emphasizing the
duties imposed by our relationships, he focused on the
complexities of those relationships.
other conduct books endlessly exhort people to
exercise self control and to avoid (either
physically or psychologically) threatening
situations and people. Whatever the circumstances,
people are to adhere to a code of exemplary
restraint and perfect virtue. Defoe, in contrast,
places his characters in a world they cannot
control and depicts them struggling and adjusting
. • • • He juxtaposes personal and eternal
considerations so that the tensions and
4 In her essay "Defoe's Prodigal Sons," sLitI 15
(1982): 3-4, Backscheider writes that "[G]entlemen and
kitchen maids read The Whole Duty of Man and The Gentleman's
Calling, Henry Peacham's The Compleate Gentleman, John
Locke's Some Thoughts Upon Education, Braithwait's The
English Gentleman, Francis Osbourne's Advice to a Son, La
Rochefoucauld's Maxims, and William Gouge's Of Domesticall
Duties. Hundreds were published and many went through
several editions: Peacham's and Braithwait's books went
through eleven editions between 1622 and 1661; Advice to A
Son saw seven printings and The Gentleman's Calling four
between 1656 and 1675."
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resolutions assume added significance and
immediacy. (8 )
Backscheider's remarks can be seen as a summation of ideas
pursued in Chapters One and Two: the juxtaposition of
"personal and eternal considerations" she describes reminds
us of the mediation McKeon values, and the "struggling and
adjusting" she mentions outlines the flexible boundaries of
negotiation that Defoe's work seems to offer in contrast to
other conduct books.
In remarking on the popular success of Defoe's conduct
manuals, Peter Earle's The World of Defoe places us squarely
in the eighteenth century.
If the earnest and godly of the early eighteenth
century and later had to read pious books, and~ lt
is obvious from the sales that they did have to,
how much more fun to read Defoe than his
competitors • . • . the moral was delivered in
lively dialogues between characters who could
present to the pUblic both sides of the particular
point at issue. The message itself is often
rather mawkish for modern taste, but the method is
very effective. 5
"Effective and interesting" must have been the impression of
Defoe's eighteenth century readers (and clearly, the reading
public bought didactic books because they wanted to!): as
noted earlier, The Family Instructor had gone through ten
editions by 1731, and appeared in at least twenty editions
in the eighteenth century; Religious Courtship, although it
initially sold more slowly, reached twenty-one editions in
5 (New York: Atheneum, 1977), p 31.
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1789. 6 Yet Earle is not alone in his opinion: "mawkish but
effective" has been the general impression of most twentieth
century commentators.
In his Defoe and casuistry, George starr discusses of
the relation of Defoe's Religious Courtship to his other
works, and suggests the reasons for its success.? Somewhat
more explicitly than did Watt, Bakhtin, and McKeon, he notes
the traditional line of demarcation between the conduct
manual and the novel and the critical problem it raises:
As long ago as 1895, George A. Aitken argued that
the story exists for the sake of the moral in the
conduct novels, and vice versa in the novels; he
saw the two types of work as closely connected,
and maintained that the novel emerged from the
conduct manual through a reversal of priorities on
Defoe's part. (Casuistry 34)
starr himself distinguishes between the conduct manual and
Defoe's other novels by sustained storytelling (a coherent
plot) and by the presence of a first-person narrator. In
the conduct manuals, unlike the novels, "the narrator is
sometimes a participant but more commonly a chance observer,
less interested in connecting scenes than in commenting on
them individually" (casuistry 35). starr, like
Backscheider, tentatively suggests that Defoe's work creates
a space for the reader's participation. Rather than
6 Laura A. Curtis, "A Case study of Defoe's Domestic
Conduct Manuals suggested by The Family, Sex, and Marriage
in England 1500-1800," SECC 10 (1981): 411-
? (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1971). All further
references to this work will appear in the body of my text
in abbreviated form as Casuistry.
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insisting on a prescriptive list of duties, Defoe seems to
invite a debate.
No other device plays a greater part in creating
this effect that the dialogue method. This is
usually spoken of as a means simply of achieving
narrative realism or of enlivening dry precepts,
but its functions in Religious Courtship are more
subtle and varied. Through dialogue we are
persuaded that the speakers are groping their way
toward principles of behavior, not serving as mere
mouthpieces for the author's predetermined views .
• .. It is the very gradualness of this process,
punctuated by doubts, tentative jUdgements, and
changes of mind along the way, which allows an
inductive spirit to prevail, and gives the
eventual attitudes of Defoe's characters such
persuasiveness as they possess. (Casuistry 36-7)
The obvious objection, of course, is that the characters,
the doubts, and the situations which create the doubts, are
all composed and arranged by Defoe. Nothing has been
arrived at but what was already predetermined. Seemingly
aware of this objection, starr continues, "conduct manuals
attempt to make characters (and by extension, readers)
arrive with an air of discovery at what the author knew in
the first place." Perhaps for this reason, starr leaves the
"fundamental distinction of intent" suggested by Aitken in
place.
starr, like many other writers, feels that Defoe was an
innovator in the conduct manual genre, and attributes that
innovation to his use of the historical dialogue. What can
be discovered, then, about the "subtle and varied" functions
of the historical dialogue? It is difficult to pin down
just what exactly is meant by a historical dialogue in the
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eighteenth century; hundreds of works on a variety of topics
called themselves "histories" and "dialogues." Political
propaganda, religious tracts, and economic treatises furnish
many of the titles, but works on sUbjects as diverse as
Latin conversations and The Principles of government as
discussed by a gentleman and a farmer appear likewise under
the general category of the dialogue. 8 starr (Casusitry 34)
notes that Benjamin Franklin much admired the historical
dialogue, and identifies its use in Bunyan and Defoe's
works. Franklin is neither the first nor the last to link
these two writers: in critical discussions of didacticism,
Bunyan, as we have seen, is frequently compared to Defoe.
Backscheider (Life 363) tells us that "a few other conduct
books, such as Richard Baxter's The Poor Man's Family Book
(1674), Eustace Le Noble de Tenneliere's The Art of Prudent
Behaviour (translated by Abel Boyer in 1701), William
Darrell's A Gentleman Instructed . .. and James Puckel's
The Club: Or A Dialogue between Father and Son (1711), had
used it [the dialogue form]."
8 See, for example, Joachim Lange's Verbesserte und
erliechterte lateinische Grammatica, trans. as Easy and
Pleasant Latin Conversations; or, one hundred and forty-four
dialogues on common sUbjects, morals, and the first part of
the Roman history. By Dr. Lange, ••. Republished by John
Ryland . .• (London: Edward & Charles Dilly, 1769); and
Sir William Jones's The Principles of Government, in a
dialogue, between a gentleman and a farmer. Republished,
with notes and a historical elucidations, by T. S. Norgate,
2nd ed. (London: J. March, 1797). It is unfortunate that no
studies to my knowledge have been pUblished on the sUbject;
as it is certainly an area that warrants further
exploration.
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Consulting Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of the English
Language offers some suggestive leads: his definition of
the term dialogue informs us that it is "a conference; a
conversation, between two or more, either real or feigned."
Conversation is opposed to a formal discourse; and
conference is aligned with a formal discourse. Moreover,
discourse is defined philosophically as "the act of
understanding, by which it passes from premises to
consequences." Consequently, this range of meanings allows
for a dialogue which is only a feigned discourse--but a
discourse which nevertheless leads to action on the part of
the listener-participant, a discourse, then, which is
persuasive in nature. Similarly, a survey of the meanings
of "historical" leads us through "narration," "account" and
"relation," the definitions for which range from a "slight
or petty account of some trifling or fabulous incident," to
"account of a single incident", to "recital of facts," and
finally to an "account of things past. ,,9 We may conclude,
then, that there is a considerable amount of play in the
"truth-content" of anyone historical dialogue: the
philological background, at least, indicates that it is a
genre which stands somewhere between fact and fairy tale,
but also that it motivates the listener to action.
What did Defoe himself have to say about the historical
9 Samuel Johnson, Dictionary of the English Language
(London: W. Strahan, 1755).
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dialogue? When he introduced his first conduct manual, The
Family Instructor, Defoe seemed acutely sensitive to reader
reaction, and was apparently well aware that his conduct
book would differ from others. Defending his use of the
historical dialogue, Defoe explained that he intended to use
a genre which he was fairly familiar with, the dramatic
poem, but ". the subject was too solemn, and the text
too copious, to suffer the restraint on the one hand, or the
excursion on the other, which the decoration of a poem would
have made necessary."rn Instead of a poem, he created a
dramatic dialogue, supported and surrounded by notes. He
characterizes his choice as "mean and familiar" novelty,
like a "different colored coat," used only to catch the
attention of his potential readers. He concludes, "Any
thing, or any method, if we may but bring the main end to
pass, viz. to bring young and old to set earnestly and
heartily about the great work of serving, glorifying and
obeying the God that made them" (FI 8). Although it has a
serious purpose, Defoe admits that this method allows for
ambiguity:
Though much of the story is historical, and might
be made to appear true in Fact; yet the Author
resolving not to give the least Hint that should
lead to Persons, had been obliged to leave it
uncertain to the Reader whether it be History or a
Parable; believing it may be either way adopted to
10 The Family Instructor in Three Parts (New York: N.
Birdsall, 1975), pref., p. iv. All further references to
this work will appear in the body of my text in abbreviated
form as FI.
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a sincere Design. (FI 7)
In other words, some "slippage" is acknowledged and allowed.
The historical dialogue may, in fact, be more persuasive if
the reader cannot decide_ on its actual truth.
Psychologically, if we cannot dismiss the story as either
fantasy or truth--as either one family's history, or just
Defoe's story--we may have to uneasily acknowledge that the
story may be true, instead of dismissing it as probably
false or irrelevant.
In Religious Courtship Defoe echoes the introduction of
The Family Instructor, and comments again on the use of the
historical dialogue. In keeping with his polemic and
persuasive ends, Defoe tells us in the Preface to Religious
Courtship that he will use the historical dialogue to
enforce attention and strengthen memory:
[T]he story being handed forward in Short Periods,
and quick Returns, makes Retaining it in the Mind
the easier, and the Impressions the more lasting
as well as delightful. The Story represented here
is capable of such and so many Applications to the
Cases of young People, whose Settlement is always
in View, that there will never be a time when the
Instructions will be useless. (A2-3)
Historical dialogues have been practiced with great success
by others, he reminds his readers (perhaps he had Bunyan in
mind?), and they have, besides this, a "very taking Elegancy
in them" (A2). The full title calls Religious Courtship an
"Historical Discourse" (italics mine) on the "Necessity of
Marrying Religious Husbands and Wives Only," but there is
apparently no difference in meaning between the term
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discourse and the term dialogue in Defoe's mind, since
"dialogue" appears immediately after the title in the
preface.
There is, however, a significant difference between the
Preface to the Family Instructor and that of Religious
Courtship. In Religious Courtship the "slippage" between
history and parable is not mentioned. It simply calls
itself a historical dialogue. The Family Instructor takes a
much longer time excusing and explaining the use of
dialoque--it is just a 'icolored coat." In Religious
Courtship, Defoe takes a bare paragraph to explain not so
much his use of the historical dialogue but rather the
effect of dialogue; that is, how it works, what mechanical
aspect makes it effective for his purposes. It seems, then,
that in Defoe's own mind the value of the historical
dialogue was settled, and now, in Religious Courtship, he
needs only to highlight the advantages of its dramatic
format for his readers.
'-'\
Defoe's effort in Religious Courtship involved more
than merely answering questions, or proposing sUbjects for
debate. Because courtship and marriage are ultimately more
permanent concerns--more permanent than the Jacobite threat
or the Scottish Union, and on some level, more important--
they need a more permanent, more effective kind of discourse
than a simple pamphlet or disquisition of the "facts." That
discourse was the historical dialogue. The open-ended and
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lively qualities of Defoe's work noted by starr,
Backscheider, Earle and others point to a special use of the
historical dialogue: Defoe capitalized on its indeterminacy
'.
to place the debate about marriage practice into a seemingly
neutral space where that debate could be both contained and
played out in a remarkably vivid fashion.
From the forgoing discussion in Chapters Two and Three,
it should be evident just how difficult it is to separate an
examination of the content from the historical context and
format of conduct manuals. In fact, starr's analysis of
Religious Courtship neatly wraps up the content/style split
that this study has thus far preserved. His analysis tells
us that the two issues are really one issue, pointing the
way to my stylistic analysis in Chapter Four which focuses
on the idea that "readers arrive with an air of discovery"
in a country which the author is familiar with, having
created it himself. In Defoe's hands, the historical
dialogue would become a master-template of didacticism, and
in the final chapter we will examine how Defoe's technique
handles the superimposition of a transcendental moral
purpose onto a secular story-line.
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Chapter Four: Didacticism and the Novel
From the eighteenth century onward, the realist
novel has attempted the appearance of having
removed all distance between itself and the
processes of daily life: it pretends to be a
transparent, unmediated form of knowledge about
that life • • • . The master fiction of the
realist novel lies in the pretense that it shows
the actual processes whereby material things and
consciousness are all produced simultaneously
through sensory experience. (John Bender)!
All of his talents lie in this, and thus even his
imperfections aid him; his lack of art becomes a
profound art; his negligence, repetitions,
prolixity, contribute to the illusion: we cannot
imagine that such and such detail, so minute, so
dUll, is invented; an inventor would have
suppressed it; it is too tedious to have been put
in on purpose; art chooses, embellishes,
interests; art, therefore, cannot have piled up
this heap of dull and vulgar accidents; it is the
truth. (Hippolyte Taine)2
Bender and Taine's evaluations remind us of issues
raised in the very beginning of this study by Watt, issues
to which I shall now return: the premise (convention) that
is formal realism--what Bender calls the "master fiction"--
and the mechanism of that premise--the detail which Taine
praises (faintly) in Defoe. Since the novel is arguably
partly spiritualized and didactic literature is evidently to
some extent secularized, the critical separation of didactic
literature and the spiritual worldview which undergirds it,
1 Imagining the Penitentiary: Fiction and the
Architecture of the Mind in Eighteenth century England
(Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1987), p. 8.
2 Taine (1863), as cited in Defoe: The critical
Heritage, ed. Pat Rogers (London: Routledge, 1972), p. 162.
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from the novel and the secular worldview which undergirds
it, bears re-examination. Having examined the specific
didactic techniques of Religious Courtship, and restated the
critical "objections" to didacticism raised in Chapter One,
I shall argue that the techniques of didacticism in
Religious Courtship have a fundamental, grounding premise in
common with those used in the "master fiction" of formal
realism. Defoe's courtship manual and the novel share the
same concern with authorial power, and a false distinction
has been set up, obscuring the similarities between didactic
literature and the novel, and obscuring the value of a work
like Religious Courtship.
We do indeed find the hallmarks of didacticism in
Religious Courtship. In fact, the first thing we notice is
a certain lack of specificity: the characters are not
named, and their characterization is limited. In The Family
Instructor Defoe gives his characters "stock" names, such as
will, Tom, Betty, and Jane. Only the eldest sister of
Religious Courtship is named--BettYi and only Betty seems to
have an established character which defines her response to
varied situations. The emotions Defoe ascribes to his
characters are accurate--accurate enough for a grin,
accurate enough to be absorbing--but no one character, with
the exception of the eldest daughter, has a pattern of
emotions specific to his or her own personality.
As for the details of the world of Religious Courtship,
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the material surroundings of the characters are rarely
discussed, although when such details are offered, they are
concrete and clear: a house in Hampshire, a coach, an
altered prayer book, and so-on. certainly we are never
asked to "see through" this work, or to ignore its
materiality. Allegory it is not. Rather, we are openly
solicited to use it, to apply it to various situations. At
strategic points, characters offer a direct address to the
reader; a single example of this technique should suffice.
As the father laments his earlier mistakes--allowing his
daughter to marry a Papist--the new widow tries to comfort
him: "Do not afflict yourself, Sir, about that now; blessed
be God we have both got it over." But the father responds:
But it does afflict me for all that; and let all
Fathers learn from me, how much it concerns them,
if they wish well to their Children, either to
their Souls or Bodies, to establish religious
Families in their Posterity, and to prevent their
Children marrying, if possible, either where there
is no Religion, or no Agreement in Opinion about
it; for in either Case they are sure to be made
miserable. (Re 284)
A specificity of detail, situation, and
characterization which brooks no imitation--a fantastic
situation, generated solely by idiosyncratic personal
characteristics--has been deliberately avoided. Defoe's
father warns the reader that this mistake could be made by
any father.
But these aspects are simply the most notable and
traditional elements of didacticism. As we saw in Chapters
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Two and Three, two other elements have already distinguished
Defoe's effort: the socio-historical negotiations
surrounding marriage which demand the representation of a
range of positions, and the historical dialogue, which
places the text in an epistemological "limbo" order to
contain those positions. As McKeon has made clear in his
Origins of the Novel, the term novel, like romance and
allegory, originally connoted "untrue. 1I The historical
dialogue, however, as discussed in Chapter TWo, carried at
least the implication that the dialogue could be based on
fact, although it offered no certainty that it was based on
fact.
Three more structural elements--elements that suggest
the techniques of a realist novel--may be contrasted with
the two previously discussed: the position of the narrator,
the purpose of the debate, and the persuasion of experience.
It is traditional in didactic literature to conflate the
narrator with the author, the assumption being that for a
serious discussion of truth, the formal critical distance
between the two positions creates an impossible element of
uncertainty. 3 How does Defoe handle the narrator? starr
suggests that he is absent; and this point, while not
3 Of course, this point is more complicated. Irony,
which often separates the narrator from the author, relies
on the reader to fill in a textual gap in a certain,
predictable way. Irony, like the historical dialogue,
predicts a certain space of uncertainty, provides a space
for that uncertainty, and attempts to enclose it through the
provision of that space.
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precisely true, is important. 4 In fact, Defoe creates two
different narrative positions in Religious Courtship. The
story opens in third-person narrative: "There lived in a
Village near London, an ancient grave Gentleman of good
Estate, whlch he had gained by trade, having been bred a
Merchant, tho' of a very good Family too ..• " (A5). He
relates the "five or six" children of whom three are
agreeable, sober, modest, sensible and religious young
ladies, two of them especially.
But almost immediately a first-person narrator
interrupts. "I shall most carefully avoid giving any room
here so much as to guess what Opinion in Religion they were
bred up in . . • and the same caution I shall use with all
the rest of the Persons whom I shall bring upon the stage in
the Course of this story ... " (2). The mention of "stage"
indicates that the characters are fictional, and the
narrator is free to arrange the events as he pleases.
But this narrator is absent for over two hundred pages,
and when he does appear again, he has moved slightly away
from this "stage-manager" position. He remarks on the death
of the second sister's husband as follows:
This was an inexpressible Grief to her, and that
such, and so heavy, as it is impossible to
represent it in this narrow Tract, so as to say
how far it afflicted her, or what ill Consequences
4 The position of the narrator in The Family Instructor
is radically different from what starr suggests. Rather
than being "intermittently present," he never seems to be
absent.
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attended it; the Drift and Design of this Work
also lying quite another Way, viz. To shew the
manner of Life, which naturally attends the best
Matches, where the religious Principles of the
Husband and Wife are not the same. (RC 238)
Here, although we are reminded that the narrator is in
control--his purpose dictates that her emotion be left out--
we are given the distinct impression of a real woman whose
grief will not fit into the story.
The narrator also adopts, or seems to adopt, a second
position--the recorder of a true tale.
It would not perhaps be possible to set down the
Particulars of the Courtship this Night, there
being a great deal of variety in it, and nobody
present but themselves: But the best Account we
have of it being from her own Mouth, I have set it
down as she related it to her sister in the
following Dialogue. (RC 35)
As the narrator informs the reader how this intimate, and
possibly tedious, conversation will be related, he also
suggests that someone--possibly herself, or her sister--
related this conversation to him. The reader is offered the
same hint again when the events leading to the suitor's
change of heart are detailed:
In his Way he necessarily went by a poor laboring
Man's Door•... [A]s he passed by, he thought he
heard the Man's Voice, and stepping close to the
door, perceived that the poor good old Man was
praying to God with his Family: As he said
afterwards, his Heart sprung in his Breast for Joy
at the Occasion, and he listened eagerly to what
was said. (RC 59)
The words are italicized, highlighting the notions that at
some time after the events occurred, the suitor told this
story again. perhaps to the narrator. Essentially two
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narrative positions are assumed at various points in the
text--puppeteer, or dramatis~and historian biographer.
Can anything be made of these opposing positions? I would
argue that it is precisely this indeterminacy, and in fact,
the lack of a strong narrative voice, which successfully
hides the work of the author/narrator. The two narrative
positions mirror the effect of the historical dialogue
itself, reinforcing the epistemological indeterminacy of the
text. Additionally, by removing himself from the work, the
narrator/Defoe allows the reader the impression of an
unmediated involvement in the character's debates.
Through this involvement, the reader may be gradually
impressed with the notion that he or she is overhearing real
conversation, and that debating every moral issue could be a
normal mode of "conversation" (in the seventeenth-century
sense). The proper way to think, and the proper way to feel
about one's emotions, are constantly modelled. Religious
Courtship would make dull drama, but interesting, even
exciting debate, and Defoe's underlying structure throughout
the dialogue is the agon of casuistry. We might even say
that the sUbject of the book is not only courtship, but the
pervasiveness of casuistry--its usefulness in all life
situations.
When the elder daughter intervenes with her Father on
behalf of the youngest, she returns with bad news--their
Father is in a furious rage. The youngest daughter, having
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informed her Father that she will reject her suitor, is
waiting in apprehension for the inevitable confrontation.
What does she do? She prepares her arguments:
As soon as she came, she gave her sister an
Account of what Discourse she had with her Father,
and how angry he was; which, tho' it terrified and
afflicted her very much, yet it did not move her
at all, to alter her Resolutions; and she
endeavor'd, to furnish herself with Answers to
give her Father when he should begin with her.
(RC 25)
Defoe esteems the value of debate so highly that he has the
young, careless, but good-hearted suitor come to despise the
"gaiety and flutter" of idle conversation. Although he
agrees half-heartedly to woo another woman, "his first
mistress had treated him with such solid Reasoning, such
serious Talk, and had handed him after such a Manner, that
in short nothing but what was serious had now any Relish
with him" (RC 50).
The dialogue of debate even structures how the sisters
think about and deal with their emotions. When the youngest
sister enters into depression because of her estrangement
from her father, the eldest tries to argue her out of it.
Dear sister says the eldest Sister, what will
become of you? will you give way to this Grief so
much, as to let it destroy you?
Yo. sisto What can I do, sister, I support it
as well as I can, but it sinks my spirits; 'tis
too heavy for me; I believe it will destroy me, as
you say.
Eld. sisto But shake it off then, sister.
Yo. sisto Shake it off! You talk of it as a
Thing in my Power: No, no, sister, Effects rarely
cease till their Causes are removed.
Eld. sisto Nay, you would talk Philosophy, I
am sure Philosophy would cure you.
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Yo. sisto Ay; but I am no Philosopher, I hope;
pray how would that cure me?
Eld. sisto How that I mean by Philosophy is
Reason; tho' Women are not Philosophers, they are
rational creatures: I think you might reason
yourself out of it.
Yo. sisto I do not talk Reason, when I say,
Grief having seized upon my spirits, and the Cause
being immoveable, while that remains so, the
Effect will be so too.
Eld. sisto It is not in my Power to remove the
Cause; but yet, I think, if you would hear Reason,
you might remove the Grief, which is the Effect.
Yo. sist. And you think Reasoning would do it?
Pray what kind of reasoning is that?
Eld. sisto Why, to Reason but upon the Folly,
the Madness, the Injustice, nay the Sin of
immoderate Grief.
Yo. sist. You begin warmly; pray lets [sic]
hear the Folly of it. (RC 115)
Even when they agree that emotions cannot be sUbject to
reason--that grief is not reasonable--they go ahead and
argue as if it were. Here Defoe co-opts an objection by
voicing it, and then ignoring it. In addition, another
objection is raised and answered: early eighteenth-century
women were not supposed to "set up as philosophers," (i.e.
argue with men) but how else could an author to allow his
characters to take and hold positions in the ongoing debate
which are required by the use of an historical dialogue?
(It would be incredibly difficult, and not a little
contrived, to place all the arguments in the mouths of men
when the story is ostensibly about three women.) Defoe
raises this fear of women "philosophers" in the lines--"I am
not a Philosopher, I hope"--and then relieves/answers it:
"tho' Women are not Philosophers, they are rational
Creatures." Emotions, can be controlled--even by women.
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Defoe's considerable skill is displayed in this dialogue:
it is the undertone of irony and anger kept in check by
mutual respect--"You begin warmly; pray lets [sic] hear the
Folly of it"--that makes this exchange interesting. A model
for thinking and rational discourse is emphasized, and the
reader, merely by having participated in this model for
three hundred some pages, is likely to bring away an
impression of how it may be imitated.
Many authors have made their characters mouthpieces for
opinion, but further experiences of their characters do not
signify; the day and the discussion are all; drama of place
and time are unimportant. For Defoe, the case is different.
Time and place do alter his character's opinions; the
characters are not only mouthpieces, but also models of our
own potential experience. Our involvement in their
debate/dialogue seems direct and unmediated, an impression
which is reinforced by the long narrative absences; but this
involvement in the character's debates is imprisoned and
guided by the character's experiences. 5
Defoe's world does not offer the details of place and
time, but he does detail the internal progress of that most
common emotion, pain, and it is pain which brings the
5 On this point see Carol Houlihan Flynn, "Defoe's idea
of conduct: ideological fictions and fictional reality," in
The Ideology of Conduct. Essays on Literature and the
History of Sexuality, eds. Nancy Armstrong and Leonard
Tennenhouse (New York and London: Methuen, 1987), pp. 73-
83.
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characters to their final convictions. The point is
exemplified in the way Defoe handles the experience of the
youngest daughter's suitor. After her rejection of his
offer,
He went away very much concerned •.. and
particularly it touch'd him very sensibly, that he
should be taken for such a creature, that a sober,
virtuous Lady (for such he was sure his Mistress
was) should refuse him meerly on account of his
wicked Character: and that tho' she acknowledged
she had a Respect for him, she was obliged to shun
him. • .• It had often run in his Mind, that she
had said she could expect no Blessing with him;
and that if she married him, she should think she
had renounced God, and declared War against
Heaven. • . • (RC 48)
But the suitor's problems continue:
He lived in this uneasy Condition some Months; his
Friends perceiving him to be very melancholy,
tried many Ways to divert him, but none reached
his Case, or if they did, they understood not how
to advise him . . . • He had an Aunt, his
Mother's sister, who seemed very concerned about
it; but as she thought, all that ailed him was his
being cross'd in his Affection, she worked her
thoughts about, Night and Day, to find out a Wife
for him, and so take his Thoughts off, and turn
them another way••• • (RC 49)
Defoe invokes the common experience of having an
emotional crisis, being misunderstood, and being unable to
find help. Partly to satisfy his aunt, and partly out of
boredom, the young man agrees to pay court to the girl she
recommends. But he finds she holds the same opinion he so
lately espoused: she assures him she's a "mighty fine
Christian," but she doesn't need or want too much religion
in her household.
He had enough of that Discourse, and so he turned
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it off to something else; for tho' it was almost
the Pattern of what he had done with his first
Mistress, yet it looked with such a different Face
to him now, that, as he said afterward, it made
his very Blood run cold within him; and fill'd him
with Horror at his own Picture, which, he thought,
was now set before his Eyes in all its Just
Deformities. (RC 51)
He is convinced of his former errors, and says to himself
"Well, now I see the true Force of what that dear Creature
argued for herself against me . . . ." (RC 51).
At a crucial juncture in the plot, we are offered the
picture [text] of a man reflecting on a unflattering picture
of himself. The suitor realizes his opinions, so
thoughtlessly held, have had a powerful and negative effect
on his life. Worse yet, his new understanding has alienated
him from himself and his friends and his family; he will now
have to seek a clearer, more serious, and more humble
understanding of his relation to God before he can re-enter
society with any hope of comfort. Another level of
engagement, a kind of internal modelling, is offered to the
reader; if we match any of the suitor's qualities, we know
that we too, may be ashamed of ourselves and our opinions
someday, and so find a need to change. In effect, the
mirror of the suitor's reflections is also the mirror of the
reader's potential reflections.
The same techniques--with an emphasis on misery--are
repeated in the case of the middle sister. Defoe begins her
story by emphasizing how much she loved her husband. "It
was some months after her Husbands [sic] Death ..• that she
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went to divert her Thoughts a little, and unbend her Mind
from the Sorrows she had been under, for she was a sincere
Mourner for her Husband" (RC 240). Her sincere sorrow--
sorrow that takes some months to get through--establishes
her credibility when she goes on to reject all Catholics as
suitable marriage partners for Protestants. If she were
only relieved at his death, we might be tempted to think she
is glad to be rid of her husband, rather than glad to be rid
of his attempts tq change her religious beliefs.
As she talks to her family, she relates how she and her
husband tried to accommodate each other's religious
differences. She discloses that after some near-quarrels,
her husband held her in his arms, kissed her, and said, "My
Dear let God alone change your Heart in his own Way;
I'll never take any Method, but of loving you sincerely and
most passionately while I live, and praying for you even
after I am in Heaven" (RC 271). Her family is astonished.
Says the elder sister, "I would never tell this Story to any
Protestant Lady, that was in the least Danger of marrying a
Roman" (RC 272). The widow responds, "0 sister! Do not
suggest I was happy with him; I had as few happy Hours, as
it was possible for anyone to have, that ever had a good
Husband." Asks the younger sister, "How can you convince
anyone of that?"
Wid. Why, Sister, it is plain to anyone that
knows wherein the Happiness of Life consists; It's
true, I wanted nothing; I liv'd in the Abundance
of all Things; I had the best Husband on Earth . .
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But if a Religious Life be the only Heaven
upon Earth . . . tell me . . . what must it be for
two to live together, who place their Happiness
really in such a Life as we call religious, but to
differ so extremely about what to build it upon?
(RC 273-74)
If religion, is the only true happiness, as the new widow
says, then much happiness will be lost, since the two shared
experiences it affects most nearly, family worship and the
education of the children, must be either neglected or a
continual point of contention. Additionally, there are
great emotional pressures. If both are serious about their
beliefs, and dare not change for the sake of love, they are
caught in a dreadful bind: if, for the sake of kindness, the
husband forbears to quarrel about religion with the wife, he
(should he be right) does her no real favor--he has failed
to convince her on a point which might bring eternal
damnation to her. Says the younger sister, "If her Husband
is kind, he is a Snare to her; if unkind, he is a Terror to
her; his Love, which is his Duty, is her ruin; and his
slighting her, which is his Scandal, is her Protection" (RC
264). The widow's subsequent rejection of all religiously
mixed marriages comes from the pain of finding her deeply
and dearly loved husband's death a relief.
The reader is warned through the middle sister's
repentance; having erred through carelessly dependening on
her father rather than forming her own perceptions and
following her own convictions, she becomes an emblem of
relief bought at the price of loss and sorrow. It is a
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cautionary, persuasive model of particular poignancy.
Having surveyed in some detail Defoe's range of
persuasive techniques, what, then, of starr's tentative
opinion that the work invites reader participation? Are
readers becoming participants or merely being schooled? Is
Religious Courtship didactic Dissenting propaganda or an
open-ended discussion of serious domestic issues?
To understand the dimensions of this crucial question,
we must take a step back and re-examine a central problem in
the history of the origins of the novel. The point I wish
to make is quite simple, and has been made before: all
texts are didactic to the extent that they are closed
systems of meaning. The only question, then, is how they
disclose or conceal their didacticism. In a sense, Bender
and Watt, as they label formal realism a premise based on a
material worldview, acknowledge this point. However, the
implications of this point have yet to be understood. The
epistemological shift with which all of our theorists have
attempted to grapple, the shift from a spiritual to a
secular worldview, and its accompanying artistic techniques,
must be re-examined. Not only the change, but also the way
critics characterize the techniques of the change must be
held up for examination: what kinds of stories can be told,
and how we will see ourselves telling those stories, are
determined by what we believe the fundamental difference is
between the old spiritual vision of the world and the
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secular one that replaces it.
We can organize and compare the two views as a series
of beliefs about the way exchanges take place among three
matrices of interrelated cultural forces. Secular and
spiritual axes form the larger matrix, and the following are
three matrices within this larger matrix: 1) the generation
of social/spiritual order; 2} the shape of social order; 3)
and the action required to mend social/spiritual order.
(The arrangement of these three matrices is suggested by my
reading of John Bender, whose Imagining the Penitentiary:
Fiction and the Architecture of the Mind in Eighteenth-
century England, I believe, offers the clearest path toward
the point I wish to make). The twentieth-century critical
exclusion of didacticism from the histories of the novel's
development results from an improper understanding of how
the first matrix is represented--the generation of social/
spiritual order--in the new mediation between spirituality
and materiality.
A spiritual worldview posits a structure of authority
crowned and created by God. Narratives about that authority
explicate His relation to all humans, and under His
authority, their relations to one another. These relations
are usually conceived of in hierarchical fashion, and duties
to God take precedence over all others. Bender (44) and
others note that authority under such a worldview tends to
be centered in specific locations and presented through very
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physical manifestations of power; it is expressed in terms
of space. 6 By contrast, a material worldview posits a
structure of authority created by humans--an artificial, but
not necessarily arbitrary, structure. Narratives about that
authority focus on humans in relation with each other.
Power in this worldview is expressed in terms of time, or of
text. A person who errs under the first system need to be
reminded of the overarching structure above him; a person
who errs under the second system needs to be reformed,
rewritten back into the text of human society.
What is the difference between the negotiations among
the three aspects in realist and didactic works? Both
worldviews have the second and third components in common:
they insist that humans have duties to one another, and must
take action to rectify wrongs. Relations between the second
and third components take on new detail and importance,
certainly, in realist fictions, and there is a new
negotiation of the self in relation to other selves, and in
relation to the absence (or faint presence) of God.
(Interactions between these two matrices comprise the main
themes in works like The Plague and The Red Badge of
6 Cf. also Robert Darnton, The Great Cat Massacre And
Other Episodes in French Cultural History (New York:
Random, 1984), pp. 107-43; G. P. V. Akrigg, Jacobean
Pageantry: The Court of King James I (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard UP, 1967), pp. 141-56; and Stephen Greenblatt,
Shakespearean Negotiations: The Circulation of Social
Energy in Renaissance England (Berkeley and Los Angeles: U
of California P, 1988), p. 136.
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Courage. )
However, both worldviews have one aspect in common:
both usually assume the structure of the first matrix.
Whether the generation of order is Divine and immutable, or
human and artificial, for the most part the issue of how
order is generated is not open to question. 7 In this sense,
both secular and spiritual traditions are didactic if we
define a didactic work as one which does not allow questions
about how the order is generated. Moreover, I would argue
that it is impossible to open up the question about who or
what generates order in a text, because as far as the notion
of a text may be understood, the answer is implicit: the
author is the final creator of order. In a text, the
narrator, the author, and Providence are the same. More
importantly, both premises share a range of techniques used
to shift negotiations--and questions--away from this point.
Didactic literature and the novel are linked by the fact
that both are closed systems, and both are thus a kind of
propaganda.
The relationship between didactic and novelistic
techniques can be better understood if we ask what methods
7 The exceptions, of course, are ironic works like
Voltaire's Candide and steven Crane's "The Open Boat." But
even works which explicitly take up the question of who runs
the world in fact make, within the text, jUdgments about how
much we may depend on God, how much we may depend on others,
and how much we may depend on ourselves. The
author/narrator explains how these dependencies are to be
negotiated.
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purveyors of propaganda use to direct inquirers away from
the question of who is in charge. In the socio-political
realm, propaganda can be used blatantly to assert authority
(parades, intimidating buildings, lavish charity) or it can
be used to hide authority. In the second case, power will
be experienced as unthinking response. (When presented with
the bill at the grocery story, we rarely pause to think
about money as a reified form of exchange value. We just
pay.) Rather than being classified as "didactic" and
"novelistic," texts can be re-classified by the way they
highlight or conceal authorial power. This distinction
crosses ordinary generic lines, and in fact, allies works
from genres which are commonly distinguished. Of course, a
simple dualistic classification of texts is inevitably
complicated by the conditions under which texts are
produced. 8 Defoe's Religious Courtship, I would argue, was
enormously popular in the eighteenth century because he drew
elements from both traditions--concealing and highlighting
his authorial power--and combined them in Religious
courtship, creating for his century one powerfully
persuasive whole.
The distinction between the two kinds of authorial
8 Texts which cannot be· easily classified under these
two categories include myths, oral narratives, and texts
produced in cultures and eras which hold different
conceptions of authorship. Texts which claim divine
inspiration also tend to subvert the question of authorial
control by claiming the author is, in effect, a translator,
not a creator.
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power, and their relation to texts, is discussed in John
Bender's commentary on the modern city and the novel in his
Imagining the Penitentiary: Fiction and the Architecture of
the Mind in Eighteenth-Century England:
The traditional figuration of authority in the
early modern cities where the old prisons found
their place (almost invariably in the walls or at
the civic center) was external, hieratic, and
hegemonic. . . • By contrast, power is diffused
everywhere within the sprawling grid of the
industrial metropolis, to which the realist novel
refers, and with which it developed in tandem.
The forces that order the metropolis become
implicit, unbounded, undemonstrated--at once
everywhere and nowhere--invisible except through
partial but formally whole and apparently complete
representations, like the novel and the
penitentiary, that displace and re-project the
boundaries in materially perceptible forms. (44-5)
The analagous relationship between the way power is
expressed in cities and in novels is a central tenet in
Bender's work. In the old order, as expressed in the early
modern city, power was localized, and explicit; in the new
order, as expressed in the industrialized city, power is
undemonstrated but equally evident. In fact, Bender is
analyzing from a somewhat different perspective the gradual
epistemological shift from a spiritual world view to a
secular and empirical world view many critics have located
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Realist texts,
Bender argues, reflect the "invisible" expression of power
which results from a secular worldview. As an extension of
this point, and by way of contrast, I would argue that
although most texts are marked by the way they reveal or
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conceal authorial power, a tendency for an author to chose
one mode or another does not necessarily depend on whether
or not he or she holds a secular or spirit~al worldview or
whether a secular or spiritual worldview can be said to
obtain in society in general. John Lily's Euphues, sterne's
Tristam Shandy and Thackary's Vanity Fair exemplify the
first mode or tradition--the "flaunting," or highlighting of
authorial control over the text--as does Defoe's first 1715
conduct manual The Family Instructor. Richardson's
Clarissa, Bronte's Wuthering Heights, and much later works
like Hemingway's "A Clean Well Lighted Place" or Camus's The
Stranger belong to the second tradition.
In response to Watt's distinction between didactic and
novelistic techniques presented in Chapter One, I would
agree that the novels he classifies under formal realism
often adopt the second, or "hidden" expression of power, but
qualify his point by noting that novels just as often employ
open expression of power. In either case, didactic
literature is allied to the realist novel in that the power
of the author to create a moral which "emerges" perhaps, but
which does not invite challenging, remains.
In fact, Defoe's real art in this work is two unify
....
both authorial positions through his mixture of what
twentieth-century critics distinguish as didactic and
novelistic elements. Authorial power is expressed openly as
a narrator is invoked, and details and characters are
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general and thus generally applicable. But through skillful
use of the historical dialogue Religious courtship uses the
same techniques to persuade the reader of a real experience
as any "realistic" novel would employ: the narrator is
often silent; therefore, the characters voice the arguments
without interference, and use their experiences (their
history) to modify their original opinions. Through these
strategies, the author hides his power over the text (over
the characters and their experiences). Religious
Courtship's long-lasting popularity can probably be
attributed, in part, to Defoe's mixture of techniques;
these elements appealed strongly to readers accustomed to
didactic works, as well as to those who were just learning
to appreciate the conventions of the novel.
In response to Bakhtin's objection to didactic
literature (also raised in Chapter One), I would suggest
that Religious Courtship occupies one step beyond Bakhtin's
understanding of how the novel works: rather than offering
the artistic image of speech, of a worldview, and setting
that speech/worldview in contrast to other speeches, Defoe
goes "further"; he gives the artistic image (mirage) of a
dialogue. Instead of setting the elements of dialogue in
play in an internally persuasive way, he frames the stage
for and limits of their interaction, thus stabilizing the
discourse and, finally, assuming the power to end the
discourse. Although according to Bakhtin, Defoe wouldn't
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meet the high standards of Cervantes, we must, I think,
agree with Paula Backscheider when she claims that Defoe was
"one of the best propagandists and fiction writers who ever
lived" (Life 285).
To understand Defoe's authorial power is to re-think
the notion of containment. When we consider the methods
Defoe is using--historical dialogue as it locates argument
inside of a fictional narrative--we must also consider the
way we examine containment itself. The expectation of
wholeness and unity which dominates our thinking about a
writer's voice--that is, we look for chiasma, cracks, other
trapped voices or trapped voices of the Other--may not be
the most useful way of approaching Defoe. Defoe's effort in
Religious Courtship was to create an impenetrable world;
since he assumes a world in which men respond to reason, he
is creating not reasons, but Reason itself. To look for
signs of otherness within his voice, or his reason, is to
miss the point. He has tried to include all the others; all
Others should be there. If we tell him that he's missed a
voice, or suppressed a voice, he will simply write us
another chapter. Ideally, a perfected historical dialogue,
as would a novel, is the combination of the argumentation
and narration into a whole which encloses all possible
choices; in the end, it seeks to close off dialogue. This
closure, I believe, is the goal Defoe kept steadily in view.
Religious Courtship has long been neglected for the
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very elements that made it a best-seller in the eighteenth
century. It is time to take a second look at the power of
didactic works.
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